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Abstract
The binary code spanned by the blocks of the known quasi-symmetric 2-(56,16,6) design is utilized for the construction
of a new quasi-symmetric design with these parameters. The new design is then embedded as a residual design into a
new non-self-dual symmetric 2-(78,22,6) design.
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1. Introduction
The terminology and notation in this paper for designs and codes are as in [1,2,6].
The parameter set 2-(56,16,6) (x = 4; y = 6) is one of the thirteen sets among the 73 admissible parameter sets of
exceptional quasi-symmetric designs on up to 70 points for which a design is known to exist (see [8,3]).
The only known quasi-symmetric 2-(56,16,6) design (D0) was found in [9] as a residual design of a certain symmetric
2-(78,22,6) design invariant under a subgroup isomorphic to AL(1; 8) contained in a maximal subgroup 23 · PSL(3; 2) of
the Mathieu group M22. In this paper, we study the binary linear code C of length 56 and dimension 26 spanned by the
incidence vectors of the blocks of D0. The code C contains a total of 152 425 vectors of weight 16 that include the 77
incidence vectors of the blocks of D0.
Using Magma [4], we investigated the set of 152 425 code vectors of weight 16 to @nd subcollections of 77 vectors
that are incidence matrices of quasi-symmetric 2-(56,16,6) designs. Since a complete search seemed infeasible, our search
was restricted to designs that are invariant under a maximal subgroup of the automorphism group of the initial design
D0. As a result of this computation, it was found that there is only one isomorphism class of designs invariant under a
subgroup of order 21 or 56, and two isomorphism classes of designs invariant under a maximal subgroup of order 24: D0
and a new quasi-symmetric design D1 having full automorphism group of order 24. An account of the search algorithm
and an explicit description of D1 is given in Section 2.
It is worth noting that all but two (2-(56,16,6) and 2-(64,24,46)) of the 13 parameter sets of known exceptional
quasi-symmetric designs on less than 70 points are characterized by the binary codes spanned by the blocks in the sense
that the incidence vectors of the blocks exhaust all vectors in the code of the given weight. The code of the 2-(56,16,6)
design D0 appears to be the @rst known instance where there are more code vectors of weight equal to the block size,
and the code supports non-isomorphic quasi-symmetric designs.
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The use of the code was essential for the construction of the new quasi-symmetric 2-(56,16,6) design D1, since its full
automorphism group of order 24 is too small to be handled with known methods that utilize automorphism groups.
As pointed out in [9], every quasi-symmetric 2-(56,16,6) design can be embedded as a residual design into a symmetric
2-(78,22,6) design, where the corresponding derived 2-(22,6,5) design is isomorphic to the Witt–Mathieu system S(3; 6; 22).
Section 3 gives the explicit description of a new symmetric 2-(78,22,6) design obtained from D1. Only three nonisomorphic
symmetric 2-(78,22,6) designs were previously known: one self-dual design found by Janko and Tran van Trung [7], and
two designs (being dual designs of each other) found by Tonchev [9]. The new symmetric 2-(78,22,6) design constructed
in this paper is not self-dual. Thus, it brings up the number of known symmetric 2-(78,22,6) designs to @ve.
2. Quasi-symmetric designs in the code C
The automorphism group G of the known quasi-symmetric 2-(56,16,6) design is a semi-direct product of a Frobenius
group of order 21 with an elementary Abelian group of order 8 [9], in other words, isomorphic to the one-dimensional
aJne semilinear group AL(1; 8). There are three maximal subgroups of G up to conjugacy, of order 21, 24 and 56.
Let H be a subgroup of G. An orbit of code vectors of weight 16 under H is called good if every two distinct vectors
in the orbit share 4 or 6 nonzero positions.
Now suppose that H is a maximal subgroup of order 56. Then the set of all 152 425 vectors in C of weight 16 is
partitioned into orbits, 61 of which are good. The lengths of the good orbits are 7 (28 orbits), 14 (32 orbits), and 56
(one orbit). Two good orbits are compatible if every vector from one orbit share exactly 4 or 6 nonzero positions with
every vector from the other orbit. We de@ne a graph with vertices being the good orbits, where two orbits are adjacent
if they are compatible, and search for cliques that comprise a set of 77 vectors. For every such collection of 77 vectors
we check if they form the incidence matrix of a 2-(56,16,6) design. Using Magma, a search was completed and found
only one design that is clearly the initial design D0. The result is consistent in the following sense. By Magma, we know
that |Aut(C) : G|= 1024, so that there are at least 1024 designs in the code C isomorphic to D0. However, among these
1024 designs, D0 is the only one invariant under H . This can be seen by counting the number of pairs (D′; H ′), where
H ′ is a subgroup of Aut(D′), D′ =D0 for some ∈Aut(C), H ′ = −1H for some ∈Aut(C). We @nd that the number
of H -invariant designs D′ which satisfy D′ = D0 for some ∈Aut(C) is given by
|NAut(C)(H) : NAut(D0)(H)|: (1)
Using Magma, we @nd the quantity (1) equals 1. This implies that D0 is the only H -invariant design which is conjugate
to D0 under Aut(C).
In the case of a subgroup of order 21, there are a total of 1088 good orbits. The lengths of the good orbits are 7
(52 orbits), and 21 (1036 orbits). Exactly two designs were found and checked to be isomorphic. We also computed the
quantity (1) and found out that it is also equal to 2.
In the last case of a subgroup of order 24, there are a total of 694 good orbits, of length 1 (8 orbits), 2 (two orbits),
3 (180 orbits), 6 (256 orbits), 8 (16 orbits), and 24 (232 orbits), respectively. A clique search found that the only
combination of orbit lengths that yields designs is 1121326281242. Quantity (1) in this case equals 8, but a total of 16
designs were found, eight being isomorphic to the original design D0 and the remaining eight were pairwise isomorphic
to a new design D1 not isomorphic to D0.
Table 1 contains base blocks for D1, and Table 2 gives generating permutations for the group H of order 24. For
completeness, we give permutations necessary to generate Aut(D0) and Aut(C). The group Aut(D0) is generated by H
together with the permutation
(1 5 2 6 3 7 4)(8 12 9 13 10 14 11)(15 19 16 20 17 21 18)(22 26 23 27 24 28 25)
(29 33 30 34 31 35 32)(36 40 37 41 38 42 39)(43 47 44 48 45 49 46)(50 54 51 55 52 56 53)
The group Aut(C) is generated by Aut(D) together with the permutation
(1 30 19 49 6 31 22 37 26 35 20 52)(2 33 28 34 24 29)(3 36 9 47 14 55)(4 39 18 46 11 53)
(5 42 27 38 15 51 12 56 13 45 8 44)(7 41 17 43 16 54)(10 50 23 40 21 48)(25 32)
One may be tempted to try some other subgroups of Aut(D0) to search for designs. We have done this for a subgroup
of order 7, but we did not @nd any new designs.
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Table 1
Base blocks of the 2-(56,16,6) design D1
Base block Orbit length
1 8 15 22 32 34 35 39 41 42 46 48 49 53 55 56 1
11 14 20 21 25 27 29 32 34 35 36 41 43 46 50 56 2
7 14 21 28 30 32 33 37 39 40 44 46 47 51 53 54 3
3 10 17 24 29 33 35 36 40 42 43 47 49 50 54 56 3
5 7 8 14 15 19 29 31 33 35 38 42 45 47 50 52 6
3 13 17 19 20 26 32 38 39 41 46 47 48 52 53 54 6
1 2 14 15 22 24 25 26 27 31 36 39 44 47 48 49 8
2 9 10 11 13 16 21 22 26 31 33 42 44 46 48 50 24
1 2 6 7 10 11 13 19 27 35 36 37 38 40 53 55 24
Table 2
Generating permutations
(2 3 5) (4 7 6) (8 15 22) (9 17 26) (10 19 23) (11 21 27) (12 16 24)
(13 18 28) (14 20 25) (30 31 33) (32 35 34) (36 43 50) (37 45 54)
(38 47 51) (39 49 55) (40 44 52) (41 46 56) (42 48 53)
(2 23) (3 10) (4 25) (5 19) (6 20) (7 14) (9 16) (11 18) (12 26) (13 27)
(17 24) (21 28) (30 51) (31 38) (32 53) (33 47) (34 48) (35 42) (37 44)
(39 46) (40 54) (41 55) (45 52) (49 56)
(1 8) (3 24) (4 11) (5 26) (6 20) (7 21) (10 17) (12 19) (13 27) (14 28)
(15 22) (18 25) (29 36) (31 52) (32 39) (33 54) (34 48) (35 49) (38 45)
(40 47) (41 55) (42 56) (43 50) (46 53)
3. A symmetric 2-(78,22,6) design
The block graph of any quasi-symmetric 2-(56,16,6) design is a strongly regular graph with parameters (n; k; ; ) =
(77; 16; 0; 4). A strongly regular graph with these parameters is known to be unique up to isomorphism [5]. One such
graph is the block graph of the Witt–Mathieu system S(3; 6; 22). Let (P22;B22) be the Witt–Mathieu system S(3; 6; 22).
Let D= (P;B) be a quasi-symmetric 2-(56,16,6) design. Then there exists a bijection  : B22 → B such that for any B1,
B2 ∈B22,
B1 ∩ B2 = ∅ |(B1) ∩ (B2)|= 6: (2)
De@ne the incidence structure S(D; ) = (P˜; B˜) by
P˜ =P22∪˙P;
B˜ = {P22} ∪ {B ∪ (B) |B∈B22}:
Then S(D; ) is a symmetric 2-(78,22,6) design such that its derived design with respect to the block P22 is the Witt–
Mathieu system, and that its residual design with respect to P22 is D. We note that the isomorphism type of the design
S(D; ) is independent of the choice of the bijection  satisfying (2).
Consequently, we obtain a symmetric 2-(78,22,6) design S from our new quasi-symmetric 2-(56,16,6) design D1
constructed in the previous section. Table 3 gives base blocks, and Table 4 lists generators of the automorphism group of
S. The symmetric design S has full automorphism group of order 24, and is therefore not isomorphic to the designs with
these parameters given in [9,7]. The design S is not self-dual. This follows from the fact (that was veri@ed by computer)
that none of the residual 2-(56,16,6) designs of its dual design S⊥ is quasi-symmetric.
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Table 3
Base blocks of the symmetric 2-(78,22,6) design S
Base block Orbit length
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 1
1 8 15 22 32 34 35 39 41 42 46 48 49 53 55 56 57 59 65 72 74 75 1
11 14 20 21 25 27 29 32 34 35 36 41 43 46 50 56 60 63 69 71 77 78 2
7 14 21 28 30 32 33 37 39 40 44 46 47 51 53 54 59 61 62 63 71 72 3
3 10 17 24 29 33 35 36 40 42 43 47 49 50 54 56 57 58 61 62 75 76 3
5 7 8 14 15 19 29 31 33 35 38 42 45 47 50 52 59 60 66 67 69 72 6
3 13 17 19 20 26 32 38 39 41 46 47 48 52 53 54 58 67 69 70 76 77 6
1 2 14 15 22 24 25 26 27 31 36 39 44 47 48 49 60 62 67 71 73 76 8
2 9 10 11 13 16 21 22 26 31 33 42 44 46 48 50 58 59 63 66 75 77 24
1 2 6 7 10 11 13 19 27 35 36 37 38 40 53 55 57 59 62 69 73 77 24
Table 4
Generating permutations
(1 8 15) (2 12 10) (3 23 26) (4 6 28) (5 17 16) (7 18 13) (9 19 24) (11 27 14)
(20 21 25) (29 36 43) (30 40 38) (31 51 54) (32 34 56) (33 45 44) (35 46 41) (37 47 52)
(39 55 42) (48 49 53) (57 65 59) (58 61 73) (60 69 78) (62 68 76) (66 70 67) (72 75 74)
(2 3 5) (4 7 6) (8 15 22) (9 17 26) (10 19 23) (11 21 27) (12 16 24) (13 18 28)
(14 20 25) (30 31 33) (32 35 34) (36 43 50) (37 45 54) (38 47 51) (39 49 55) (40 44 52)
(41 46 56) (42 48 53) (57 72 65) (58 73 62) (59 74 75) (60 69 77) (61 76 68) (64 67 66)
(2 10 5 23 3 19) (4 14 6 25 7 20) (8 15 22) (9 24 26 16 17 12) (11 28 27 18 21 13)
(30 38 33 51 31 47) (32 42 34 53 35 48) (36 43 50) (37 52 54 44 45 40) (39 56 55 46 49 41)
(57 72 65) (58 68 62 76 73 61) (59 74 75) (60 66 77 67 69 64) (63 71) (70 78)
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